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The Philosophy of Music 2014-06-23 this is volume v in a series of seven on
the philosophy of religion and general philosophy originally published in
1924 the trained musician may have made a thorough study of technical methods
in composition but yet have no knowledge either of the physical basis of
music or of the philosophical reasons underlying accepted technical
principles there are various questions which any person interested in music
may reasonably ask but to which no satisfactory answers have as yet been
given what does music mean what is the composer trying to express what does
music express to the listener why is one kind of music considered good and
another bad this study looks at music which is which of all the arts the most
universally practised the most complex and elaborate in its technique the
most direct in its emotional appeal and at the same time the least understood
Philosophy of Music 2015-01-30 this lively and lucid introduction to the
philosophy of music concentrates on the issues that illuminate musical
listening and practice it examines the conceptual debates relevant to the
understanding and performing of music and grounds the philosophy to practical
matters throughout ideal for a beginning readership with little philosophical
background the author provides an overview of the central debates enlivened
by a real sense of enthusiasm for the subject and why it matters the book
begins by filling in the historical background and offers readers a succinct
summary of philosophical thinking on music from the ancient greeks to eduard
hanslick and edmund gurney chapter 2 explores two central questions what is
it that makes music or to be precise some pieces of music works of art and
what is the work of music per se is it just what we hear the performance or
is it something over and above that something we invent or discover chapter 3
discusses a problem pecullar to music and one at the heart of philosophical
discussion of it can music have a meaning and if so what can it be chapter 4
considers whether music can have value are there features about music that
make it good features which can be specified in criteria is a work good if
and only if it meets with the approval of an ideally qualified listener how
do we explain differences of opinion indeed why do we need to make judgements
of the relative value of pieces of music at all this engaging and stimulating
book will be of interest to students of aesthetics musical practitioners and
the general reader looking for a non technical treatment of the subject
The Philosophy of Music 1879 is music a language of the emotions how do
recorded pop songs differ from works created for live performance is john
cage s silent piece 4 33 music stephen davies s new book collects some of his
most important papers on central topics in the philosophy of music as well as
perennial questions davies addresses contemporary controversies including the
impact of modern technology on the presentation and reception of both new and
old musical works these essays two ofthem new and previously unpublished are
self standing but thematically connected and will be of great interest to
philosophers aestheticians and to theorists of music and art
The Philosophy of Music 1994 contributors to this volume are philip alperson
francis sparshott nicholas wolterstorff edward t cone peter kivy jenefer
robinson joseph margolis arnold berleant morris grossman jerrold levinson
stephen davies martin donougho roger scruton and rose rosengard subotnik
Themes in the Philosophy of Music 2003-01-02 this book is for readers who are
insatiably curious about music students of music in the broadest sense of the
word in this category i include those whose musical concerns are more
humanistic than technical as well as those preparing for careers in music in
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a library system of classification thinking about music is apt to be filed
under the heading music aesthetics history and problems of and that is a fair
description preface
What Is Music? 2010-11-01 first published in 1862 these historical and
philosophical essays explore the fascinating connection between music and the
human mind
Thinking about Music 1983 ranging from antiquity to contemporary analytic
philosophy it provides a concise but thorough analysis of the arguments
developed by some of the most outstanding philosophers of all times besides
the aesthetics of music proper the volume touches upon metaphysics ethics
philosophy of language psychology anthropology and scientific developments
that have influenced the philosophical explanations of music starting from
the very origins of philosophy in western thought pythagoras plato aristotle
the book talks about what music is according to augustine descartes leibniz
rousseau kant hegel the romantics schopenhauer nietzsche wittgenstein susanne
langer bloch adorno and many others recent developments within the analytic
tradition are illustrated with particular attention to the ontology of the
musical artwork and to the problem of music and emotions a fascinating idea
which recurs throughout the book is that philosophers allow for a sort of a
secret kinship between music and philosophy as means to reveal complementary
aspects of truth
The Philosophy of Music 2011-10-20 musical understandings presents an
engaging collection of essays on the philosophy of music written by stephen
davies one of the most distinguished philosophers in the field he explores a
range of topics in the philosophy of music including how music expresses
emotion and what is distinctive to the listener s response to this
expressiveness the modes of perception and understanding that can be expected
of skilled listeners performers analysts and composers and the various
manners in which these understandings can be manifest the manner in which
musical works exist and their relation to their instances or performances and
musical profundity as well as reviewing the work of philosophers of music a
number of the chapters both draw on and critically reflect on current work by
psychologists concerning music the collection includes new material a number
of adapted articles which allow for a more comprehensive unified treatment of
the issues at stake and work published in english for the first time
Philosophy of Music 2019-10-21 this volume reproducing a special issue of the
journal of aesthetics and art criticism on the philosophy of music winter
1994 with a revised introduction and two new articles is distinguished by its
breadth of content diversity of approaches and clarity of argument which
should make it useful for classroom teaching the topics covered include
musical representation the expression of feeling in music the metaphysics of
operatic speech and song musical understanding musical composition feminist
music theory music and politics music and racial identity music in non
western cultures and the ontological implications of recording technology for
rock music the approaches used are philosophical historical social and
political feminist and ethnomusicological the book includes discussions of a
great many styles and historical periods of music from ancient greek music
and music theory to instrumental and operatic music in the western classical
tradition persian music music of the blackfoot indians rock and the blues and
the avant garde compositions and performances of john cage the contributors
all eminent scholars in the field are philip alperson noël carroll stephen
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davies claire detels john andrew fisher lydia goehr peter kivy jerrold
levinson james manns bruno nettl jenefer robinson joel rudinow göran sörbom
francis sparshott and kendall walton
Musical Understandings 2011-08-25 this book advances the philosophy of its
previous editions into new territory recasting it in light of emerging ideas
and interests in philosophy in general and in philosophy of music in
particular the foundational concept of this book that the values of music are
gained through direct experiences with its meaningful sounds remains intact
but is explained and applied in broader more inclusive scope with a
synergistic philosophical stance as the basis in addition it clarifies and
updates for readers the explanations of musical feeling musical creativity
and musical meaning that are at its core for music educators music lovers or
anyone who wants a synergistic philosophy of music education inclusive of a
variety of positions
The Philosophy of Sound, and History of Music 1838 music and music education
as social praxis is a brief introduction to a praxial theory of music
education defined by author it is grounded in an interdisciplinary approach
for undergraduate and graduate students in music education drawing upon
scholarship from a range of disciplines including philosophy and sociology
the book emphasizes and highlights thinking of music as an active social
practice and offers an alternative to existing approaches to music education
this text advocates for an alternative approach to teaching music rooted in
the social practice of music and will supplement foundations or methods
courses in the music education curriculum
The Philosophy of Music 1910 excerpt from the philosophy of music a
comparative investigation into the principles of musical aesthetics in
offering this book to the public the author feels constrained to ask for it
the kindly consideration usually granted to pioneer work for while the
bibliography of music is voluminous attempts at a scientific psychological
analysis of music and at a systematic discussion of the principles of musical
aesthetics are surprisingly few of all the books examined gurney s power of
sound was by far the most valuable though its wealth of keen observations and
valuable conclusions is all but buried under a great mass of needless
verbiage and other forbidding infelicities of style under the circumstances
it seemed best to the author therefore to start boldly out trusting to his
psychological knowledge for chart and compass and to his philosophical
training to lead him through the subtleties and half mystical generalities
which for so long have be clouded this particular field of art the thanks of
the author are due and are here gratefully given to those whose sympathy has
given him encouragement and whose suggestions and criticisms have proven most
valuable among those who have thus contributed to whatever value the book may
have mention must be made especially of professor h c macdougall and of
professor horatio parker who have kindly read portions of the manuscript and
offered many helpful suggestions about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
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imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Musical Worlds 2010-11-01 a concise survey of music philosophy helps music
students choose a philosophy that will guide them throughout their careers
the book is divided into three sections central issues that any music
philosophy ought to consider e g beauty emotion and aesthetics secondly
significant philosophical positions exploring what major thinkers have had to
say on the subject and finally opportunities for students to consider the
ramifications of these ideas for themselves throughout the book students are
encouraged to make choices that will inform a philosophy of music and music
education with which they are most comfortable to align frequently music
philosophy courses are taught in such a way that the teacher as well as the
textbook used promotes a particular viewpoint a concise survey of music
philosophy presents the most current prevalent philosophies for consideration
students think through different issues and consider practical applications
there are numerous musical examples each with links from the author s home
website to online video performances examples are largely from the western
classical canon but also jazz popular and world music styles in the last two
chapters students apply their views to practical situations and learn the
differences between philosophy and advocacy hodges has written an excellent
resource for those wanting a short but meaningful introduction to the major
concepts in music philosophy applicable to a number of courses in the music
curriculum this much needed book is both accessible and flexible containing
musical examples tables and diagrams and additional readings that make it
particularly useful for a student s general introduction to the topic i
especially like the emphasis on the personal development of a philosophical
position which makes the material especially meaningful for the student of
music peter r webster scholar in residence thornton school of music
university of southern california usa
A Philosophy of Music Education 2003 a landmark work from the founder of the
frankfurt school a key work in the study of adorno of interest to students
and general readers alike
A Brief Introduction to A Philosophy of Music and Music Education as Social
Praxis 2015-12-07 in 1677 a slim quarto volume was published anonymously as a
philosophical essay of musick written by francis north 1637 85 chief justice
of the common pleas the essay is in the form of a legal case argued from an
hypothesis utilising the pendulum as his hypothesis north provided a
rationale from mechanics for the emerging new musical practice we now call
tonality he also made auditory resonance the connecting link between
acoustical events in the external world and the musical meanings the mind
makes on the basis of sensory perception thus began the modern philosophy of
music that culminated with the work of hermann von helmholtz as a step
towards understanding this tradition jamie c kassler examines the 1677 essay
in its historical context after assessing three seventeenth century
criticisms of it and outlining how one critic developed some implications in
the essay she summarises the basic principles that have guided the modern
philosophy of music from its beginnings in the 1677 essay the book includes
an annotated edition of the essay as well as the comments of the three
critics
The Philosophy of Music 2015-06-13 collection of essays on the following
issues music and the liberal education work and performance the world of
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opera music and the history of ideas music and emotion and music alone
A Concise Survey of Music Philosophy 2016-10-04 our field of inquiry material
form meaning style permanence composites context conception
Philosophy of Modern Music 2003-01-01 this is the first comprehensive book
length introduction to the philosophy of western music that fully integrates
consideration of popular music and hybrid musical forms especially song its
author andrew kania begins by asking whether bob dylan should even have been
eligible for the nobel prize in literature given that he is a musician this
motivates a discussion of music as an artistic medium and what philosophy has
to contribute to our thinking about music chapters 2 5 investigate the most
commonly defended sources of musical value its emotional power its form and
specifically musical features such as pitch rhythm and harmony in chapters 6
9 kania explores issues arising from different musical practices particularly
work performance with a focus on classical music improvisation with a focus
on jazz and recording with a focus on rock and pop chapter 10 examines the
intersection of music and morality the book ends with a consideration of what
ultimately music is key features uses popular song examples throughout but
also discusses a range of musical traditions notably rock pop classical and
jazz explains both philosophical and musical terms when they are first
introduced provides publicly accessible spotify playlists of the musical
examples discussed in the book each chapter begins with an overview and ends
with questions for testing comprehension and stimulating further thought
along with suggestions for further reading
The Beginnings of the Modern Philosophy of Music in England 2017-09-19 this
title includes the following features an accessible introductory guide to the
philosophy of music attractively priced peter kivy is one of the most eminent
philosophers of music written in a friendly and entertaining style no other
good introduction to the subject
The Fine Art of Repetition 1993-02-26 new and distinctive approaches to five
central topics in musical aesthetics are provided in this outstanding book
the topics are understanding representation expression performance and
profundity the theme of the book is the failure of the orthodox view that
pieces of music are more or less self contained structures of sound to
account for some important features of our musical experience and to explain
why music should matter to us in exposing and correcting that failure the
book introduces readers to the main problems and positions in the philosophy
of music proposes fresh solutions to those problems and offers innovative
approaches to the philosophy of song to musical ontology and to questions
about the value of music each chapter is built around a single musical work
which provides a focus for the reader features broad accessible introductory
overview to philosophy of music original and stimulating insights
A Humanistic Philosophy of Music 2006 excerpt from the philosophy of music
what music can do for you the name of this book was formerly what music can
do for you it has been renamed the philosophy of music because of its
essentially philosophic nature for the study of music is no longer presented
mechanically as of old thousands of people who studied music when they were
young have given it up when they married or when they went to work or became
absorbed in some way they still love it and go wistfully to concerts longing
to understand regretting that they gave it up why is this the case we have
talked to and taught a great many people and find two vital causes back of
this condition 1 they have neither time nor desire for endless scales and
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exercises about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Philosophy of Western Music 2020-04-08 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Essays on the Philosophy of Music 1988 this historic book may have numerous
typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of
the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not
illustrated 1862 edition excerpt ii the moral theory of music when one of the
many and various influences that continually surround humanity occupies such
a close relationship with the nature of man as to personally affect it such
an influence will always produce within this nature a certain fresh
impression some internal flow of feeling more or less abiding agreeable or
elevated now as throughout the great realm of humanity such an action as this
is continually going on and as amidst all mankind there exists a strong and
unremitting tendency to express the inward feelings and a mutual necessity to
convey the various facts and occurrences and thus to diffuse the different
influences of emotion in life as in short it is a remarkable property of
humanity to both physically and morally associate it will be observed that
every communication from human lips to effect its due result upon the hearer
must contain two distinct constituent elements namely the mechanical symbols
or words of exactly defined power and the free tone emphasis and pause of
power indefinite and unprescribed the serviceable office fulfilled bythe
former being to convey the abstract facts that were to be imparted and that
of the latter to express the feelings and impressions those facts previously
aroused in the narrator thus suppose a person to be relating to another the
occurrence of some catastrophe in which the narrator was himself involved and
that this catastrophe were a shipwreck his words would impart the abstract
facts that happened but the gradations of tone in which he uttered them the
striking emphasis and the effective pause would convey the feelings he
experienced through the scene he is recording in the temperament of which he
is now relating it so that
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Introduction to a Philosophy of Music 2002 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Philosophy of Music 2004 rhythm is the fundamental pulse that animates
poetry music and dance across all cultures and yet the recent explosion of
scholarly interest across disciplines in the aural dimensions of aesthetic
experience particularly in sociology cultural and media theory and literary
studies has yet to explore this fundamental category this book furthers the
discussion of rhythm beyond the discrete conceptual domains and technical
vocabularies of musicology and prosody with original essays by philosophers
psychologists musicians literary theorists and ethno musicologists the
philosophy of rhythm opens up wider and plural perspectives examining formal
affinities between the historically interconnected fields of music dance and
poetry while addressing key concepts such as embodiment movement pulse and
performance volume editors peter cheyne andy hamilton and max paddison bring
together a range of key questions what is the distinction between rhythm and
pulse what is the relationship between everyday embodied experience and the
specific experience of music dance and poetry can aesthetics offer an
understanding of rhythm that helps inform our responses to visual and other
arts as well as music dance and poetry and what is the relation between
psychological conceptions of entrainment and the humane concept of rhythm and
meter overall the philosophy of rhythm appeals across disciplinary boundaries
providing a unique overview of a neglected aspect of aesthetic experience
The Philosophy of Music 2015-06-02 this book presents a comprehensive
accessible survey of western philosophy of music from pythagoras to the
present its narrative traces themes and schools through history in a sequence
of five chapters that survey the ancient medieval early modern modern and
contemporary periods its wide ranging coverage includes medieval islamic
thinkers continental and analytic thinkers and neglected female thinkers such
as vernon lee violet paget all aspects of the philosophy of music are
discussed including music and the cosmos music s value music s relation to
the other arts the problem of opera the origins of musical genius music s
emotional impact the moral effects of music the ontology of musical works and
the relevance of music s historical context the volume will be valuable for
students and scholars in philosophy and musicology and all who are interested
in the ways in which philosophers throughout history have thought about music
The Philosophy of Music 2017-08-20 this volume presents a selection of lively
essays on philosophy of music by peter kivy the leading expert on the subject
he explores the nature of musical genius the subject of authenticity in
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performance and interpretation musical representation and meaning and the
notion of music as the pure formal structure of expressive sound
The Philosophy of Music 1920 excerpt from the philosophy of music what music
can do for you the old way of studying music by prao ticing interminable
scales and exercises has been a failure the philosophic way is to first
awaken music from within by means of simple drills about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC 2018 it is the contention of the editors and contributors
of this volume that the work carried out by gilles deleuze where rigorously
applied has the potential to cut through much of the intellectual
sedimentation that has settled in the fields of music studies deleuze is a
vigorous critic of the western intellectual tradition calling for a
philosophy of difference and despite its ambitions he is convinced that
western philosophy fails to truly grasp or think difference as such it is
argued that longstanding methods of conceptualizing music are vulnerable to
deleuze s critique but as deleuze himself stresses more important than merely
critiquing established paradigms is developing ways to overcome them and by
using deleuze s own concepts this collection aims to explore that possibility
The Philosophy of Music, Essays 2013-09
The Philosophy of Music 1911
PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC 2016-08-26
Philosophy of Music 2019
The Philosophy of Rhythm 2019
The Philosophy of Music 1924
A History of Western Philosophy of Music 2023-01-31
Sounding Off 2012-06-28
The Philosophy of Music 2017-10-18
Sounding the Virtual: Gilles Deleuze and the Theory and Philosophy of Music
2016-04-01
Philosophy of Music 2019
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